Leaving New Jersey

This collection recounts the story of leaving America, where the author was born, and of
arriving in Australia, where she did not plan to stay.Â It is a tale of unsettling and resettling,
of leaving as an ongoing process.Â Each micro-scene is a snapshot of time and place â€“
spanning decades and moments, continents and conversations, wars, dreams and kitchen tables
â€“ to capture the psychological and spatial tensions between â€˜hereâ€™ and â€˜thereâ€™.
Â Leaving New Jersey is a lyrical re-experiencing of putting down roots and tearing them up,
an extraordinary poetic account of an ordinary womans quest for home. Barbara Kamlerâ€™s
Leaving New Jersey is a captivating collection of prose poems.Â These lyrical, deeply moving
poems work like sepia-tone postcards where family scenes are honed back to overheard talk,
glimpsed expressions,Â streets and living rooms. The poems invite us, quietly, into the
wistfulness and uncertainty that shadows moving from one country to another.Â Most
importantly, the poems reveal a hard-won emotional depth and focus that is at the heart of
these indelible, minimalist narratives. Â â€“ Anthony Lawrence This story is full of pain and
beauty. Â Readers with experiences of loss, separation, and the awful dilemmas of parenting
will treasure it for its precise honesty. TheseÂ are the sorts of stories it is difficult to write
about, and it is even more difficult to bring to such stories the Â shaping sensibility of a poet.
Â Barbara Kamlerâ€™s bookÂ is a triumph of honesty and artfulness. â€“ Kevin Brophy
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Whether they are leaving faster, slower, or at the same rate as the previous generation of
young people â€” for which appropriate data to support.
Several studies have shown that many New Jersey residents are moving out of the state at a
high rate. New Jerseyans say that the high cost of. Millennials aren't leaving New Jersey at any
higher rates than young people have in the past, and they're not leaving at a rate greater than.
Three of the top five states people are moving out of are in the in the Northeast -- New Jersey,
New York and Connecticut -- landed in the top. Others are staying out of necessity, but that
doesn't mean they want to bet on a Jersey comeback. â€œThe apartment market in New Jersey
is.
New Jersey native Bruce Springsteen once sang that he was Born to Run, and a new report
reveals that the Garden State's millennial. 10 Sep - 3 min In New Jersey, millennials are the
age group most likely to move out of state, but that's not. New Jersey consistently has been
one of the nation's highest exporters of college students to other states, and it doesn't take in
near as many. Painting a different picture from two recent studies, a new report finds that
young adults are not leaving the Garden State any faster than. And Tepper wasn't the only one
leaving According to the New Jersey Business and Industry Association, the State of New
Jersey lost a. Too many people opt to leave New Jersey, guest columnist Carl Goldberg writes,
leaving the state at risk. (Trenton Times file photo)(Michael. Why are people leaving New
Jersey in such high numbers? What will it take to retain a population -- and tax base?. , people
will leave New York and California over the next three years High-profile emigres like David
Tepper leaving New Jersey for. 29 May - 1 min Katie Cericola of Waldwick, NJ is Vice
Chairwoman of The Organization for Economic Growth.
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